This document describes the novel techniques used to simulate the common Snowmass 2013 Energy Frontier Standard Model backgrounds for future hadron colliders. The purpose of many Energy Frontier studies is to explore the reach of high luminosity data sets at a variety of high energy colliders. The generation of high statistics samples which accurately model large integrated luminosities for multiple center-of-mass energies and pile-up environments is not possible using an unweighted event generation strategy -an approach which relies on event weighting was necessary. Even with these improvements in efficiency, extensive computing resources were required. This document describes the specific approach to event generation using Madgraph5 to produce parton-level processes, followed by parton showering and hadronization with Pythia6, and pile-up and detector simulation with Delphes3. The majority of Standard Model processes for pp interactions at √ s = 14, 33, and 100 TeV with 0, 50, and 140 additional pile-up interactions are publicly available.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Large Hadrnon Collider (LHC) had an extraordinary first run, culminating in the discovery of a Higgs boson [1, 2] . Yet, so far none of the many searches for physics beyond the Standard Model (SM) have reported any hints of other new particles. In the absence of additional discoveries, we remain without answers to many of the lines of inquiry which motivated building the LHC in the first place: What (if any) mechanism stabilizes the hierarchy between the weak scale and the Planck scale? What are the particles that constitute dark matter? Is the Higgs elementary or composite? Is supersymmetry realized at any scale? Do the gauge couplings unify? Attempting to answer these and other questions, both known and unknown, is the driving purpose of the Energy Frontier. Our flagship experiment will be the upcoming 14 TeV LHC, hopefully followed by a 33 TeV and/or a 100 TeV proton collider.
Even in light of null results from the LHC with 7/8 TeV pp collisions, there are still many exciting possibilities for future discoveries of beyond the SM physics. Take the example of supersymmetry. In this context, the naive expectations derived from the requirement of a minimally tuned electroweak sector have not yet born any fruit. A qualitative argument can be made that the scalar superpartners are heavier than previously anticipated in order to accommodate a 125 GeV Higgs boson; the new states could lie just out of reach of the 8 TeV LHC. Furthermore, the fact that it is possible to obscure new signals in models with, e.g. compressed spectra or R-parity violation, demonstrates that a "leave no stone unturned" attitude is required. It is clear that we must ensure that we have constrained all possible scenarios for new physics at and above the TeV scale. There is a compelling case to be made for continuing the mission of the Energy Frontier by pushing collider experiments into the highest possible energy and luminosity regimes.
A central goal of "The Path Beyond the Standard Model" Snowmass working group is to assess the discovery potential of future accelerators, and detectors. Quantitative assessments of the reach in mass and cross section for these machines requires generating a Monte Carlo SM background sample which has sufficiently high statistics that it can accurately model the tails of distributions. Specifically, proton-proton colliders with center of mass energies at 14, 33, and 100 TeV are being evaluated with total integrated luminosity of 3 ab −1 at each machine. To complicate matters further, it is critical to evaluate how the impact of these different colliders will depend on the pile-up environment.
Specifically, the Snowmass background samples must encompass the following future accelerator scenarios:
• LHC Phase I: p p collisions at √ s = 14 TeV. The final integrated luminosity will be 300 fb −1 , with an average of about 50 pile-up interactions per bunch crossing.
• HL-LHC or LHC Phase II: high luminosity p p collisions at √ s = 14 TeV. The final integrated luminosity will be 3 ab −1 with an average of 140 pile-up interactions per bunch crossing.
• HE-LHC: High luminosity p p collisions at √ s = 33 TeV. The final integrated luminosity will be 3 ab
with an average of 140 pile-up interactions per bunch crossing.
• VLHC: p p collisions at √ s = 100 TeV. The planned integrated luminosity is 1 ab −1 with an average of 40 pile-up interactions per bunch crossing.
To understand the challenges associated with generating inclusive SM Monte Carlo for a project with this scope, consider t t production at √ s = 14 TeV. The top pair production cross section at NLO is σ 14 (p p → t t) 1 nb [3] . If we want a factor of 10 more Monte Carlo events than expected events in 3 ab −1 , this requires generating O(10 10 ) events per pileup setting. This is clearly not feasible both from a computational and, given that each event is O(1 kb), a data storage/distribution point of view.
To solve this problem requires developing techniques which rely on weighted event generation. These techniques will allow us to produce a tt sample that is adequate for a 3 ab −1 study with a factor of ∼ 2000 fewer events than in the unweighted case. This is possible using built in features of existing tools (sometimes with small modifications). This document describes the specific procedure used for the Snowmass SM backgrounds in detail. Our goal is that a user of these samples understands in detail how they were generated. We also hope that these samples will serve as a benchmark for future projects which require Monte Carlo generation on this scale.
The rest of this note is organized as follows. Section II describes the explicit background processes which were generated and their organization into several exclusive categories. Section III describes the weighting procedure developed for Snowmass which relies on features of both Madgraph and BRIDGE. Section V presents studies of the kinematic features of the backgrounds including the dependence on pile-up conditions. The main result of this work is a set of fully reconstructed weighted event files for the dominant inclusive SM backgrounds at 14, 33, and 100 TeV p p collisions in different pile-up conditions and with adequate statistics for high luminosity studies and described in section IV.
A detailed description of the Delphes simulation of the "Snowmass" detector response and object reconstruction, can be found in Ref. [4] . In Ref [5] , a detailed description of the software developed for event generation and processing using the Open Science Grid infrastructure is provided.
II. ORGANIZATION OF STANDARD MODEL BACKGROUND GENERATION
The background event generation required for Snowmass studies searching for physics beyond the SM presents a tremendous challenge. There are a huge number of processes which must be produced at multiple center-of-mass energies, and run through a fast detector simulator at multiple pile-up settings. To minimize book-keeping and ensure coverage of all final states, multiple background processes with similar cross sections and final states have been grouped together in single event files in a simple way.
The Snowmass backgrounds have been organized in terms of five particle "containers":
which, define the background processes at generator level. In order to determine which backgrounds are most important for a given study, it is also useful to organize processes by the strength of the couplings involved. Specifically, three separate coupling constants are used for this purpose:
The first, α s , is the strong coupling constant and its order will typically be omitted. The second is the weak coupling constant and represents all couplings of the W ± and Z 0 bosons along with the top Yukawa coupling to the Higgs boson since it is of similar strength. The coupling α h represents both the Higgs couplings through the g g h 0 dimension-5 effective operator and the bottom Yukawa coupling. Higgs production is included with the corresponding multi-vector boson processes when the cross sections are comparable.
This organization is presented in Table I , where the names of the Snowmass backgrounds datasets are given along with a brief description of the main processes included. The generator-level final states and order in the couplings for each category are also given, which completely specify the included processes. Note that the final states are given at generator-level with on-shell heavy resonances treated as stable particles. In all diagrams internal on-shell V, H, and T resonances are excluded, and thus all of the background categories are orthogonal. For all background categories, QCD radiation of generator-level jets is allowed up to a total of four final state partons (e.g. T T + nJ means T T + 0J/1J/2J), with appropriate matching to the parton shower as described later. Background categories are also denoted as "dominant" or "subdominant" depending on the size of their production cross sections. 
tri-vector + jets, Higgs associated + jets 
III. WEIGHTING PROCEDURE
At the generator level, the SM backgrounds were simulated using Madgraph 1.5.10 [7] . On-shell heavy resonances (t, t, W ± , Z 0 , h 0 ) were treated as stable at the generator level and decayed using BRIDGE [8] . Five-flavor MLM matching was performed using the Madgraph Pythia [7] interface in the shower-kt scheme, which uses PYTHIA6 [9] for showering and hadronization. The matching parameter QCUT=XQCUT was set as in Table II , and a photon-jet ∆R cut of DRAJ=0.3 was used. A Higgs mass of m h = 125 GeV was chosen.
Both weighted and unweighted background datasets were generated, with the weighted background sets providing statistics to cover integrated luminosity in the ab −1 range. In the weighted events dataset, each background category is split into bins of the variable S * T , which we define as the scalar sum of the p T of all generator level particles, as shown in Tables III and IV. Note that these cross sections are the matched cross section for each S * T bin -K-factors are included as a part of the weight for each event as described below. The entire generation process through reconstruction is carried out separately in each bin. Each bin is orthogonal and includes individual event weights w i (stored in the Event.Weight leaf) such that for each bin α containing N α events
a For technical reasons, the V +0J contribution (B-4P) has been generated separately from the V +(1-3)J contribution (BJ-4p). These two samples are orthogonal and should both be included to obtain the full V +(0-3)J contribution. where σ NLO,α is the NLO cross section for the S * T bin. The individual weights w i contain NLO K-factors and branching fractions as described in the following.
Dataset

A. Weighted Event Generation
The bins of S * T are chosen for each background category so that roughly one decade of cross section falls in each bin. Madgraph5 v1.5.10 was modified to implement a generator level cut on S * T , and we will refer to cuts on this variable as htmin, htmax.
In detail, the process for each parameter point is:
1. Compute the approximate differential cross section with respect to S * T . We run Madgraph in "survey" mode (using the command bin/madevent survey) while incrementing the htmin cut to determine the cross section as a function of this cut, σ i ≡ σ(S * T > htmin i ) with htmin i=0...n = {0 GeV, 100 GeV, 200 GeV, . . . } We find that subsequent steps of 100 GeV provide an accurate enough characterization of the cross section for our purposes. We increase the cut until σ i < 1/L where L is the luminosity for which good statistics are desired. The differential cross section is calculated from the differences:
Determine bins of S *
T for event generation. We define bin α=1...m by htmin α ≤ S * T < htmax α . We choose bin edges based on a "weight fraction" x with 0 < x ≤ 1 as follows: 
with htmin α = htmax α−1 , where σ(bin k ) is the sum over dσ i for the range associated with bin k . (d) The final bin is inclusive and determined by σ(bin m ) × L < N/10, where N is the total number of events to be generated in the final bin.
Note that x = 0.9 is used for the Snowmass backgrounds.
3. Generate weighted events. We generate N 5 × 10 6 generator-level events in each of the m bins. For each bin separately, the events are showered, decayed, and matched in Pythia and reconstructed in Delphes. After matching, each bin has n k ≤ N events and an associated matched cross section σ LO−matched . In Sec. III D below we discuss how this cross section is incorporated into the individual event weights to give the correct relative normalization of the bins.
4. Output format. The final output for each background channel is a set of Delphes 3 format ROOT [11] files corresponding to the bins of S * T . The values of the bin edges and the matched cross section in each bin for the background categories can be seen in Tables III, IV , and V. In Sec. V we discuss the efficacy of this procedure and validate it against an unweighted event sample.
B. K-Factors
Given computational constraints and the scope of the event generation required for the Snowmass process it was only feasible to utilize leading order cross sections (with parton shower matrix element matching) for event generation. As is well known, performing calculations at next-to-leading order can give sizable corrections to the overall rate, while shapes of various kinematic distributions tend to be more stable when going from leading order to next-to-leading order. Therefore, the standard procedure of including a constant K-factors which rescales the overall cross section for a given process has been implemented for the processes outlined in Table I above.
Specifically, the procedure used for the Snowmass background is as follows. For a given process, an inclusive cross section is computed using both Madgraph [7] and MCFM [3] , where the generator level cuts were chosen to be as similar as possible between the two programs. Note that we used the default PDF choices for the two programs: Madgraph uses the CTEQ6l1 PDF while MCFM uses the CTEQ6m PDF. The default scale choices were taken in both programs.
For example, the inclusive t t production cross section at √ s = 14 TeV is
This yields a K-factor
For each process, the K factor determined in this way is applied uniformly to the event generation in all of the α = 1 . . . n bins of S *
T to obtain the estimated NLO cross section from the LO-matched cross section:
To define the K-factors in Table VI , phase space cuts had to be specified at the generator level in order to allow a meaningful comparison between the NLO calculations of MCFM and the matched cross sections from MadGraph. Some of these cuts were taken to be √ s dependent, which leads to some non-trivial scaling behavior for the K-factors as a function of center-of-mass energy. We also note that for √ s = 33 TeV and 100 TeV some K-factors are less than one. This is related to the choice of QCUT specified in Table II . The matched MadGraph cross section is a function of this parameter which implies that the K-factors will also have non-trivial dependence on this variable. For consistency between colliders, we allow K-factors to be less than one to account for the particular choices made in this study as our goal is to attempt to faithfully reproduce the NLO cross sections from MCFM. If one wishes to implement cross sections which are computed to higher order, it is possible to use the generator level information contained in the Delphes output along with the information provided in Table VI to apply K-factors by hand.
C. Decay branching ratios
We use a simple procedure to enhance statistics in rare decay modes. For simplicity consider an event with a single unstable heavy particle X. Instead of decaying this heavy particle according to its branching ratios, for a given event we select with equal probability from N X modes possible decay modes. This introduces an equal "effective branching ratio" for each final state of 1/N X modes . In order to re-weight the event by the actual branching ratio (and to cancel the "effective branching ratio") we need to multiply the original event weight by
where BR X k is the branching ratio for X to decay into the selected mode k. Since some events involve many unstable particles X j , we need to perform this procedure recursively until all particles are decayed. Then the overall weight of an event i needs to be multiplied by
where X j are the heavy particles present in the event, and d j is the selected decay mode for the jth particle.
The actual decays are performed at the LHE level using a modified version of BRIDGE [8] to repeatedly decay all heavy particles until no more are present in the event. The heavy particles and decay modes are listed in Table VII .
To get a sense of the impact this procedure has on the number of events which must be generated, we present the improvements for t t and W ± Z 0 in Table VIII . We see that flattening the branching ratios saves a factor of 2.25 for dileptonic t t decays which implies we can generate roughly 2.5 million events per S * T bin instead of 5 million. For trileptons coming from W ± Z 0 production, the impact is even more dramatic, saving a factor of almost 5. 
D. Overall weight normalization
Before running Pythia, each individual event has a weight stored in the final output combining the Kfactor for the production process K i and the branching ratio for the decay mode of the event f i :
where K i and f i are defined above. After Pythia is used to shower the events (including the matching procedure) in a given S * T bin α, it provides an adjusted cross section σ LO−matched,α . The final weight provided in each event i is given by
where σ LO−matched,α is the madgraph MLM matched cross section for the S * T bin α as given in Tables III  and IV. In order to use these events in an analysis, one must keep track of the number of events N α used for a given S * T bin. Then each event i contributes to a histogram with a weight
With this normalization, for a given final state
IV. SM BACKGROUND SAMPLES
The weighted output events from Madgraph-Pythia are processed further by v3.0.9 of the Delphes [10] framework for fast simulation using the "Snowmass" detector and object reconstruction [4] . During event processing by Delphes, datasets corresponding to proton-proton collisions at √ s = 14, 33 and 100 TeV, are produced with three different additional pile-up conditions: no pile-up interactions, an average of 50, and an average of 140 additional pile-up interactions per bunch crossing. The Delphes ROOT-format files are available along with more detailed information on the Snowmass twiki [6] and at the locations given in Table IX . The generated sample sizes for each S * T bin number α, N α , are listed in Tables III and IV . 
V. DISTRIBUTIONS OF KINEMATIC VARIABLES FOR ttV /H + nJ EVENTS
In Figures 1-4 , the distributions of a few key kinematic variables are shown for a sample of ttV + nJ events. In the figures, the effect of each S * T bin is displayed. All S * T bins for a particular sample have to be added together, using the appropriate weights. The high end tails of the distributions is reasonably well populated.
In these distributions, reconstructed jets and leptons are required to have p T >30 GeVand |η| < 2.5. H T is defined as scalar sum of p T of all selected jets, S T is defined as the scalar sum of H T , E T and p T of all selected leptons. The mass of the boosted jet tagged as a W jet or a top-quark-jet is denoted as the "trimmed mass" [12] . The "trimmed mass" is calculated after the jet has been reclustered into subjets. 
A. Effect of Pile Up
For LHC Phase I operations, we expect an average of 50 pile-up interactions per bunch crossing, and around 140 pile-up interactions for the later high luminosity phase (HL-LHC). For the LHC energy upgrade scenario with √ s = 33 TeV (HE-LHC), we also consider an average of 140 pile-up interactions per bunch crossing for the studies. In Figures 5 and 6 , using a sample of ttV + nJ events, we show the dependence of the shape of distributions for the kinematic variables on additional pile-up interactions. We note that after taking into account jet-by-jet corrections for pileup, based on jet areas, many of the distributions, for example H T , E T , S T , and jet p T , show a mild variation with additional pile-up events. The "trimmed mass" variable computed using subjets with ∆R = 0.2 in W and top tagged jets shows a lesser dependence, because the low p T subjets are discarded while computing the trimmed mass and hence less affected by pile-up.
B. Comparison between S * T binned and inclusive Schemes
In order to validate the weighted generation scheme based on binning events in S * T , we compare some distributions between samples generated using the unweighted (inclusive) scheme and the S * T binned weighted scheme. A few key variables used in many searches for new particles (H T , E T , S T , lepton and jet p T s) are shown in Fig. 7 , where a reasonable agreement between the distributions obtained from the two samples is demonstrated. Some disagreement at the low H T regions are due to the slight difference between the collision energies of the two samples; the inclusive events were generated at √ s = 13 TeV, compared to the √ s = 14 TeV used for the S * T binned samples. 
VI. SUMMARY
We have developed methods for generating SM Monte Carlo samples with sufficient statistics to accurately model large integrated luminosity data sets. The samples are relevant for studying the reach for new particle searches at proposed future accelerators. The events were generated using Madgraph, utilizing a weighted scheme and binned in S * T , and were then processed via the Delphes framework, which simulates the "Snowmass" detector response and performs object reconstruction [4] . The SM samples, generated using the the Open Science Grid infrastructure [5] , are available and have been used by several Snowmass Energy Frontier studies. , and ST (bottom right) in a sample of tt + nJ events. The filled histogram represents events generated using the S * T binned event generation scheme. The distributions obtained using events generated by inclusive generation scheme are shown as dots.
